**List of Non-PhD Terminal Degrees (8/12/2018)**

1. Doctor of Education (EdD)
2. Educational Specialist (EdS)

**Arts:**

3. Doctor of Arts (DA)
4. Doctor of Modern Languages (DML)
5. Doctor of Music (DM or DMus)
6. Doctor of Musical Arts (DMA) (Usually awarded to performance majors in the musical arts)
7. Doctor of Philosophy (DPhil)
8. Doctor of Professional Studies (DPS)

**Design:**

9. Doctor of Architecture (D.Arch)
10. Master of Architecture (M.Arch)
11. Master of Art and Design (MAD) [2]
12. Master of City Planning (MPLAN, MCRP, MUP, MCP, MCD or MURP)
13. Doctor of Design (DDes)
14. Master of Design (MDes) [3]
15. Master of Fine Arts (MFA)
16. Master of Graphic Design (MGraph) [4]
17. Master of Landscape Architecture (MLArch and/or MLA)

**Healthcare:**

18. Doctor of Behavioral Health (DBH)
19. Doctor of Healthcare Administration (DHA)
20. Doctor of Health Science (DHSc)
21. Doctor of Medical Physics (DMP)
22. Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP, DNS, DNSc, DNAP)
23. Doctor of Occupational Therapy (DOT or OTD)
24. Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT)
25. Doctor of Podiatric Medicine (DPM)
26. Doctor of Psychology (PsyD)
27. Doctor of Public Health (DrPH, DPH)
28. Doctor of Rehabilitation (Rh.D.)
29. Doctor of Science (DSc)
30. Doctor of Social Science (DSocSci)
31. Doctor of Social Work (DSW)

**Law:**

32. Doctor of Canon Law (JCD)
33. Doctor of Juridical Science (JSD/SJD) (in the U.S.)
Management:

34. Doctor of Business Administration (DBA)
35. Doctor of Economic Development (DED)
36. Doctor of Management (DMgt or DM)
37. Master of Project Management (MPM)
38. Doctor of Public Administration (DPA)

Religion:

39. Doctor of Ministry (DMin)
40. Doctor of Theology (ThD or DTh)

Technology:

42. Doctor of Engineering (Dr.-Ing./DEng/Dr. Eng./EngD)
43. Doctor of Information Technology (DIT)
44. Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS, MLS, MSLS) (Given in the US, by an ALA accredited school or program.)

List of Professional Degrees

45. Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (APRN, CRNA, NP, CNS)
46. Biotechnology (ALM)
47. Dental Science (DDSc, Dr.Odont)
48. Dentistry (MDS, MSD, MDSc, or DClinDent)
49. Education (MEd, MAT, MT, EdS)
50. Engineering (MEng, MASc, MMSc, PD)
51. Lawyer (LLM, LLD, JSD, JD, DJur)
52. Medicine (MD, DO, MBBS)
53. Midwifery (MMid, MScMid, CNM)
54. Ministry (DMin)
55. Psychology (PsyD)
56. Public Policy (MPP)
57. Social Science (DPhil)
58. Social Work (MSW, DSW, ProfD)

List of Certifications (Assumes a bachelor's degree in field)

CPA must have: Successful completion of the Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination, 150 semester units of college education, and one year of accounting related experience